






Investigation on People-Life-Satisfaction of LongQuan City 
by Questionnaires
LIN, Xiangwei, ZHOU, Weisheng, QIAN, Xuepeng, NAKAGAMI, Kenichi 
After reform and open up, with the sharp development of Chinese economy, the quality of 
people? life is also improved obviously. However, some society problems become more and 
more serious, such as, pollution and food safety. The questionnaires based on these topics 
can correctly show the status of Chinese society as well as the life quality. In this study, it 
focuses on analyzing people-life-satisfaction factors extracted from these questionnaires, to 
present the inner relationship among these factors. This paper mainly analyzes the 
relationship among satisfaction, income and awareness towards life by factor analysis. It 
was taken up to three factors of "economic factors", "life work factor", and "environmental 
factors". Based on the analysis, it uses the SEM model to clearly find the relationship 
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